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DISTRICT NEWSLETTER
MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
This week I’m spending time with my family, and during this time, I’m reminded of the important role
families have on the education of their children. What parents do at home plays a huge role in student
success, as well as the relationships that students form with other significant adults in the school system. A
strong relationship between home and school has a positive impact on students’ level of success with
attendance, engagement, and overall learning. Therefore, I would suggest that we all endeavour to connect
with each other in the best interest of our students. Thank you! - Irene LaPierre, Superintendent of Schools

ANNE GLOVER WORKSHOPS SD52
On Thursday and Friday last week, Roosevelt hosted String Art
and Storyteller Anne Glover. Anne’s creativity uses simple string
to make active shapes that enhance her colourful and
imaginative stories. Anne’s workshops were inclusive, she
instructed in both English and French, and her energy was very
engaging to students of all ages. Roosevelt would like to thank
School District 52, Canadian Parents for French, and AFNO for
providing the time for workshops as well as string for all students
to continue practicing their skills at school.
On January 29th, she visited grade 6 classes at PRMS where she
taught students about how to do different string patterns with
their hands. Students learned and taught each other various
challenging string patterns during her visit. Students learned
about the connection between their brains and working with
their hands/fingertips, and the positive effect it has on both.

PRMS SENIOR GIRLS
BASKETBALL VICTORY!

KINDERGARTEN
REGISTRATION OPENS
NEXT WEEK!
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ROOKIE RUGBY AT PRMS
This week, classes at PRMS had the opportunity to work with Darcy Patterson
and her group from BC Rugby to learn about and engage in some rugby
activities. Students were introduced to the Rookie Rugby program and were
able to have some fun & learn some rugby skills! Thank you Darcy for providing
this wonderful opportunity for PRMS!

